Determining if disease management saves money: an introduction to meta-analysis
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Abstract

Disease management (DM) programmes have long been promoted as a major medical cost-saving mechanism, even though the scant research that exists on the topic has provided conflicting results. In a 2004 literature review, the Congressional Budget Office stated that ‘there is insufficient evidence to conclude that disease management programs can generally reduce the overall cost of health care services’. To address this question more accurately, a meta-analysis was warranted. Meta-analysis is the quantitative technique used to pool the results of many studies on the same topic and summarize them statistically. This method is also quite suitable for individual DM firms to assess whether their programmes are effective at the aggregate level. This paper describes the elements of a rigorous meta-analytic process and discusses potential biases. A hypothetical DM organization is then evaluated with a specific emphasis on medical cost-savings, simulating a case in which different populations are served, evaluation methodologies are employed, and diseases are managed.

Introduction

At the bequest of congress, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) conducted a review of the disease management (DM) literature in 2004 to address the question of whether or not DM programmes can reduce the overall cost of health care and how such the programmes might apply to Medicare. The report concluded that, while DM appears to have clinical value for patients and results in high satisfaction levels, ‘there is insufficient evidence to conclude that disease management programs can generally reduce the overall cost of health care services’ [1]. These findings prompted an immediate response from several DM industry advocates [2–5], suggesting that the review was not robust and did not include several recent peer-reviewed papers which, in fact, did demonstrate cost-savings.

Given that DM has been promoted as a major medical cost-saving mechanism and, subsequently, has witnessed tremendous growth, the furor raised over this report is understandable. In 2003, 58% of self-insured employers offered DM programmes to their employees – an upsurge from 41% in 2002 [6]. Increasingly, states are implementing DM for their Medicaid populations and Medicare is currently initiating the Chronic Care Improvement Program as a component of the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003. Specialty DM companies’ annual revenues have increased from $85 million in 1997 to more than $600 million in 2002 [7]. Profits for American Healthways, one of the largest DM firms in the United States, rose nearly 59% in the second quarter of 2005 alone [8]. Thus, the industry has a vested interest in demonstrating to current and prospective clients that medical cost-savings as a result of DM are achievable.

Had the CBO approached this assignment in a more rigorous manner, the results may have been viewed as being more credible. Given these circumstances, the more appropriate approach would have been to conduct a systematic review including a meta-analysis. A systematic review entails following a structured process to synthesize information from several independent research studies to determine where findings are consistent and outcomes can be considered generalizable. Meta-analysis is the quantitative technique used to pool the results of many studies on the same topic and summarize them statistically. These two terms are used synonymously and interchangeably as both are typically performed together (however, they are mutually exclusive and can be performed independently).

The most fundamental reason for using a meta-analytic approach to evaluate the effectiveness of DM in reducing costs is that the current body of literature is inconclusive. Whereas some studies show positive cost-saving results, there is a similar number of studies that do not. Moreover, many studies have inherent methodological flaws, either in their design or in the interpretation of their results [9–13]. Consequently, one cannot necessarily rely on the findings of any single independent study or even several studies to provide guidance as to whether DM is a cost-effective addition to the usual care process.
In addition to the CBO report, two other reviews have addressed the economic value of DM programmes, with neither showing much benefit [14,15]. To date, only one rigorous meta-analysis on this topic has been conducted. Krause investigated the economic effectiveness of DM [direct economic outcomes were defined as the measurement of the number, average or rate of hospitalization, outpatient visits, emergency department (ED) visits and medical costs] and found a statistically significant overall weighted effect size of 0.311 [95% confidence intervals (CI) = 0.272–0.350] indicating that the DM programmes reviewed were economically effective [16]. The disparity between the findings of the review articles and the meta-analysis serves to only further confuse the issue of whether DM has any cost-saving potential.

A similar problem exists at the individual DM level for firms which implement programmes in disparate populations or utilize a variety of evaluation methodologies to assess the effectiveness of their programmes. For example, it is not uncommon for a DM organization to provide services to an array of customers such as commercial health plans, Medicaid and Medicare. Some health plans may require an actuarial approach to evaluate the programme’s effectiveness, Medicare may request a randomized controlled trial (RCT), and some states may insist upon an econometric approach for their Medicaid programme evaluation. Given the differences among populations served and the evaluation tools used, it is probable that some programmes may be found to be more effective than others. In this situation, a meta-analysis could be considered the most appropriate method for determining if the programme is effective overall.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce readers to the meta-analytic approach in assessing DM programme effectiveness, with a specific emphasis on medical cost-savings. The elements of a rigorous systematic review process will be presented and potential biases will be discussed. Finally, using the meta-analytic techniques presented, a hypothetical DM organization will be evaluated, simulating a case in which different populations are served (e.g. Medicaid, Medicare and commercial health plans), evaluation methodologies are employed (pre-post total population approach, matched case-controls and the RCT), and diseases or conditions are managed [diabetes, asthma, congestive heart failure (CHF) and coronary artery disease (CAD)].

It was not until 1955 that the first application of meta-analysis appeared in the medical literature [20]. In this study, Beecher investigated the impact of the placebo effect across various diagnoses. Interestingly enough, 35% of patients on the placebo appeared to improve. This topic is still the focus of much scrutiny as illustrated in a 1998 meta-analysis by Kirsch and Saperstein [21], which found that 25% of patients responded favourably (as indicated by reduced depression) to the placebo as compared with patients on an actual antidepressant.

The term ‘meta-analysis’ was actually coined by Gene Glass in 1976 [22] while describing a novel approach for weighting the effect size of individual studies in assessing a cumulative impact of a given treatment. Glass developed these techniques while determining the effectiveness of psychotherapy. This marked a turning point in the use of meta-analysis and it soon gained widespread adoption in many areas of research, particularly in the field of medicine.

Perhaps the most significant contribution in this area was the development of the Cochrane Collaboration. In a 1979 essay [23], Archie Cochrane, a trained doctor and well-respected health services researcher explored the medical field to invest in the initiation of new RCT and maintain regular systematic reviews. He specifically challenged the obstetrics specialty, suggesting that they were lax in their research endeavours. Over the next 10 years, several specialists in the field of obstetrics took up the challenge, resulting in a book of systematic reviews of topics relating to pregnancy and childbirth [24]. The Cochrane Collaboration was established in 1993, resulting in the coordination of groups of individuals worldwide to prepare and maintain systematic reviews of specific areas of health. An outgrowth of the collaboration was the development of the Cochrane Library, which provides access to all new and revised systematic reviews. In the most recent quarterly update (issue 3, published on 20 July 2005), 4041 systematic reviews were available in the Cochrane Database [25].

In summary, meta-analysis has a long and distinguished history. Over the past 30 years, it has evolved to become an important research method in the field of health care, providing important information about interventions that are effective, ineffective, or even harmful. Consequently, the results of meta-analyses serve as the foundation for evidence-based medicine.

History of meta-analysis

Combining results of different studies to determine the weighted-average effect is by no means a recently developed concept. Roger Cotes, an English mathematician, averaged measurements made by different astronomers as early as the 18th century. Karl Pearson is usually credited as being the first researcher to use formal methods for pooling data from independent studies when he averaged the correlation between mortality and inoculation against enteric fever across five communities to determine the preventive effects of the inoculation in 1904 [17]. In 1932, Ronald Fisher described a method for combining probabilities from tests of significance across separate studies, which he included in the fourth edition of his manuscript Statistical Methods for Research Workers [18]. A few years later, Yates and Cochran [19] developed statistical methods for grouping outcomes of agricultural experiments.

Structured approach to conducting a meta-analysis

Conventional literature reviews, such as the CBO report described earlier, are subjective and thus likely to be faulted for their inherent biases. Common concerns include the selection of studies that support popular opinion or the author’s position on the topic. For example, if the author has published manuscripts in the specific area under review, we may find that the review contains studies with similar or supported findings. Additionally, direct or indirect funding for the review by a stakeholder in the results may lead to biased reporting. Finally, it is not enough to tally the number of studies with positive results and the number with negative results to determine which outcome is supported by the weight of the evidence. Indeed, factors such as study design, sample size and effect size must be considered. Without a structured or systematic approach, the conclusions drawn from the review may be
unfounded, even if the individual studies on which the review relies are valid and reliable.

The Cochrane Collaboration has developed (and updates regularly) a reviewers’ handbook [26] that provides a comprehensive guide for researchers interested in conducting meta-analyses. While several of the sections present specific guidelines for submitting reviews to the Cochrane Library, the overall manual provides excellent instruction in the development of a thoughtful and robust systematic review. The major steps in the meta-analytic process are shown in Fig. 1 and include: (1) Problem Formulation; (2) Study Selection; (3) Assessment of Study Quality; and (4) Analysis and Interpretation of Results. As illustrated, these explicit procedures are similar to those needed for conducting any individual research study, thereby allowing other researchers to replicate the exact protocols in their own activities.

**Figure 1** A systematic approach for conducting a rigorous meta-analysis of the literature [23].

### Problem formulation

A clearly defined research question is integral to any investigation, but to meta-analysis in particular. Individual studies will naturally vary in their participant’s characteristics, interventions, outcomes and study designs. A meta-analyst will have to either narrow the focus of the review or perform subgroup analyses if the data permit. For example, the CBO report asked the question: ‘Do DM programs reduce the overall cost of health care services?’ To address this question, the CBO focused on three diseases with high prevalence in the Medicare population: CHF, CAD and diabetes. However, the analysis did not qualify the types of interventions provided, and the outcomes chosen were much broader than just cost-savings (which were measured differently in each study as well). Moreover, given that the question was whether or not DM is applicable to the Medicare population, particular emphasis should have been placed on participants in that age group rather than making generalizations across a wide range of ages without the benefit of a statistical analysis.

A more comprehensive approach to address the research question of whether DM programmes are economically effective was demonstrated in a recent meta-analysis by Krause [16]. In this systematic review, the author (1) selected heart disease, asthma and diabetes as the diseases under study; (2) classified interventions as self-managed, nurse-managed or team-managed; (3) incorporated levels of disease severity; and (4) included all study designs but analysed separately to limit the threats to internal validity. A statistically significant overall weighted effect size of 0.311 was reported (95% CI = 0.272–0.350) indicating that in the 67 studies reviewed, DM programmes were economically effective. After adjusting for disease severity, no statistically different effect sizes were noted for study design, disease type or intervention modality.

### Study selection

The selection process of suitable studies for a meta-analysis is quite involved. A computerized search of medical literature databases such as MEDLINE, HEALTHSTAR, Cochrane and EMBASE is central to this process and is typically performed by a research-trained librarian. Specific search terms are used in the medical subject heading to generate a list of relevant studies. Titles, abstracts and articles are then reviewed manually to ensure that they meet inclusion criteria (e.g. in a meta-analysis on cost-savings, medical and administrative costs as well as financial savings must be reported in order to be included in the meta-analysis). Other sources of relevant data should also be searched. For example, conference proceedings typically present abstracts of studies in progress or otherwise unpublished data. These researchers may be willing to provide their data for the meta-analysis or point the reviewer to additional sources of information.

Additional decisions that must be made at this juncture include determining if one or more reviewers will be used, if reviewers chosen will be content area experts or non-experts, if reviewers will be blinded to information that may introduce bias, and how disagreements between reviewers will be handled [23]. Finally, it is important to document all studies which are either accepted or rejected for the review, preferably via a data collection form or database.

### Assessment of study quality

Perhaps the most important aspect of any meta-analysis is assessing the quality of each and every individual study eligible to be included in the review. One cannot assume that the peer-review process is a sufficient means to identify issues that impact the validity of study results. Therefore, the meta-analyst must conduct an independent review of each manuscript to determine the potential impact of biases, whether the appropriate statistical analyses were used, and if the study appears generalizable across people, settings, treatments or outcomes [27–29]. In order to minimize the likelihood of including studies with inherent threats to internal validity, most meta-analyses rely strictly on research that implemented the RCT design. However, there are several robust quasi-experimental designs [30,31] and statistical techniques [32–34] that should be considered for inclusion in a meta-analysis if used in an individual research study.

### Analysis and interpretation of results

The statistical analysis component of a meta-analysis is what differentiates a systematic review from a conventional literature review. It involves standardizing the outcome measures for each individual study, weighting and pooling all outcomes to attain an
average treatment effect across all studies, and evaluating whether the results may be impacted by confounding variables or bias, via various tests and sensitivity analysis. Upon completion of this process, this information is then used to interpret the findings and draw conclusions.

**Standardizing outcome measures**

This procedure essentially performs comparisons of outcomes between treatment and control groups for each individual study. The difference in the outcome between the two groups is called the treatment effect and, logically enough, the magnitude of that difference is referred to as the effect size. Continuous variables are standardized by dividing the treatment effect by the standard deviation. Dichotomous variables (e.g. disease/no disease, treatment/no treatment) are reported as odds ratios or relative risk. These conversions provide a convenient method for standardizing treatment effects to make them more comparable from study to study.

**Average pooled effect**

Once the standardized statistic is calculated for each study, the pooled or overall treatment effect can then be estimated. Here again, a weighting must occur to account for differences in the size of various study populations. Thus, in the weighted average treatment effect equation, larger studies with smaller standard errors are given more influence than smaller studies with more variability. Depending on the amount of variability that exists between studies, the meta-analyst is offered two techniques to choose from – the ‘fixed effects’ model [35] or the ‘random effects’ model [36].

The fixed effects model assumes that no heterogeneity exists in the treatment effect across studies (other than that due to chance), and is therefore ‘fixed’. In other words, different studies report similar effect sizes across similar types of persons, diseases, interventions, settings, etc. When large variability across studies cannot readily be explained, the random effects model is typically chosen. This model treats the heterogeneity in the treatment effects across studies as random, and should therefore form a distribution with the centre point indicating the average effect. This topic will be further elaborated in the following sections.

There is some controversy as to which method is superior and each technique has its limitations. The fixed effects model is criticized for assuming that variability across studies is due to chance when, in fact, any number of biases could be the source of that variation. The random effects model is criticized for theorizing that the studies were ‘sampled’ and therefore accurately represent a population of studies where the true treatment effect varies [37]. Given that these two techniques are premised on different assumptions, it is somewhat surprising that they obtain dissimilar results only when studies are distinctly heterogeneous [38]. Tests for heterogeneity, such as the Q non-combinability statistic, chi-squared test or $I^2$ statistic [39], are typically provided in meta-analysis software programmes [40]. The resulting values can aid the analyst in determining which effects model to apply to the data.

**Forest plots**

A graphical display of the data via a forest plot is an extremely useful means of visually inspecting information processed in the meta-analysis. Figure 2 presents results of a hypothetical meta-analysis. Each study included in the meta-analysis is listed along the Y-axis, together with its sample size. Each corresponding square represents the point estimate for the study with a horizontal line running through it to signify the CI. The size of each square is indicative of the weight it was given in the meta-analysis. In this example, Study C was given more weight than Study D. The overall weight-averaged effect size is plotted at the bottom of the plot and the vertical line stemming out of it provides a visual reference for the plots above. As shown, nearly all squares are on or near the overall effect size line, indicating good homogeneity in the effect sizes across the individual studies. The lines representing the CI allow for visual determination of statistical significance, with those crossing over the 0 intercept indicating no treatment effect between cases and controls. In this example, Studies C and F show no statistically significant effects while all other studies (including the overall) show statistically significant results. This graph gets its name from the fact that when all the values are plotted, the display bears resemblance to a tree [41].

**Funnel plots**

Figure 3 illustrates another simple yet effective graphic display of meta-analytic data called a funnel plot. In this display, each individual study’s treatment effect (X-axis) is plotted against its sample size (Y-axis). One of the basic tenets of statistics is that precision will naturally improve, as expressed by a narrowing of the standard deviation around the mean, as sample size increases. In the absence of bias, the display will resemble an inverted symmetrical funnel with smaller studies (and their larger standard

![Figure 2](image-url) An example of a forest plot for presenting results from a meta-analysis (see text for explanation). CI, confidence interval.
deviations) distributed near the bottom of the graph and larger studies (with their smaller standard deviations) clustered near the top of the graph (as illustrated in Fig. 1a) [42]. A major threat to the validity of findings in meta-analysis is that of publication bias. Publication bias occurs as a result of the tendency for investigators to submit to the peer-review process, only those studies that have achieved significant and positive outcomes [43]. If publication bias exists, most values on the funnel would be located to the right of the 0 intercept, indicating that all individual studies reported positive treatment effects (Fig. 1b).

Biases associated with individual study methodologies may also be identified in visual inspection of the funnel plot. DM evaluations typically rely on observational designs, which are susceptible to threats to internal validity. If the relationship between sample size and precision is not maintained across studies, pooled results may exhibit the same graphic form as that of publication bias and thus must be viewed with caution [26,44].

Sensitivity analysis

When used together, the forest and funnel plots assist the analyst in determining how robust the findings are in respect to various elements of the meta-analytic methodology. Some factors that could be investigated in DM outcome studies include the impact of study design, diseases or conditions, interventions, severity and choice of statistical method employed in the meta-analysis. If the sensitivity analysis does not change the results substantially, more confidence can be placed in these findings. Conversely, if the results change the conclusions drawn from the study, greater caution should be taken in interpreting the outcomes [23].

In summary, there are several steps involved in the analysis and interpretation of data in a meta-analysis. The treatment effect for outcomes in individual studies are first converted to a standardized metric so that an overall treatment effect can be calculated when all study outcomes are pooled. Depending upon the amount of heterogeneity between studies, either a fixed or random effects model will be chosen for providing a weighted average treatment effect. There are statistical tests available to measure whether heterogeneity and biases are of concern, and these can be visually displayed using the forest and funnel plots. Testing basic assumptions of the review process via sensitivity analysis will determine how much confidence can be placed on the findings when drawing conclusions about the meta-analysis results.

A meta-analysis of a hypothetical DM organization

The concepts and methodologies presented thus far to evaluate the overall effectiveness of an intervention or treatment described in the literature can be equally as valuable when applied at the organizational level of any DM firm. In this section, a meta-analysis will be performed using data from a hypothetical DM organization that manages multiple disease conditions (diabetes, asthma, CHF and CAD), provides services to a variety of populations (Medicaid, Medicare and commercial health plans), and evaluates programme effectiveness using several different techniques (the pre-post total population approach, matched case-controls and the RCT). These data were fabricated in a manner to emphasize a variety of issues that are of real concern in DM.

Figure 4 presents the forest plot for the simulated data used in the meta-analysis. The X-axis indicates the cost-savings per person-per-year (PPPY). On this scale, values to the right of 0 indicate cost-savings, and values to the left of 0 (negative values) indicate an increase in costs. The left Y-axis illustrates the subgroups by type and number of studies in each category. The right Y-axis provides weighted effect sizes and 95% CI for each category.

Twenty-seven individual DM programme evaluations were included in the meta-analysis with the overall estimated pooled effect showing a PPPY savings of $1000 (CI = $700, $1300). This can be restated as: ‘We are 95% confident that the average savings per person across all programs is between $700 and $1300 annually.’

When pooling results by evaluation design, results for the RCT show a cost increase (indicated by a negative value), while both pre-post and case-control designs show cost-savings. The size of the CI surrounding each value provides additional information as to the implication of these findings. For example, in comparing outcomes among various research designs, we would expect the RCT to have the smallest variability between studies. Conversely, we would expect the pre-post design to exhibit the largest variability between studies. In DM, the extent of this variability is largely dictated by the amount of control programme evaluators have over
There appears to be quite a bit of heterogeneity in pooled effect sizes between diseases managed by this company. This may result from the high variability in treatment effects [26]. In the pre-post design where there is no control over programme enrolment, a myriad of biases are introduced into the study, typically leading to tremendous variability in treatment effects [26]. As case-control studies can only match on observed characteristics [30], we would expect the treatment effect and variability between studies to lie closer to the RCT than pre-post designs.

In evaluating the pooled effect by the type of populations served, Medicare showed the greatest degree of cost-savings. However, commercial programmes had the next best average pooled effect size by disease. In cost increases. Medicaid programmes appeared to show slight but positive programme savings. These results could be explained based on the following insights: (1) Medicare recipients are older and sicker and subject to more acute exacerbations than other populations. Therefore, DM programmes have more opportunity to prevent unnecessary hospitalizations and ED visits. (2) Medicaid recipients are typically less likely to remain in the programme long enough to get the full impact of the intervention because of the loss of their Medicaid benefits. Additionally, this population tends to access ED services as a primary source of care. As a result, we would not expect DM programmes to achieve dramatic cost-savings. (3) Programmes targeting commercial health-plan members are faced with a working-aged population whose illness trajectory is harder to predict and utilizes much fewer acute services. As a result, cost-savings are less assured in this population than others.

There appears to be quite a bit of heterogeneity in pooled effect sizes between diseases managed by this company. An understanding of the nature of each disease may help explain these results: half of the patients diagnosed with CHF will die within 5 years [45] and hospitalization rates are typically quite high compared with other conditions. Acute exacerbations requiring high-intensity services can be managed quite effectively when CHF evidence-based practice guidelines [46] are followed, leading to cost-saving opportunities. Because of the advanced age of the typical CHF patient, this plot shows a possible relationship existing between CHF and being in the Medicare population. Diabetes is a chronic disease that may take years to develop to the point where utilization of acute services becomes imminent. Even when diabetic patients are managed in accordance to guidelines [47], it may take several periods for a DM programme to realize cost-savings; Asthma is a disease in which acute exacerbations are generally rare unless environmental triggers are present or recommended therapies [48] are not being followed. In this hypothetical DM organization, most asthma programme participants are Medicaid recipients, further confounding the likelihood that these programmes will show demonstrative cost-savings. CAD is perhaps the most problematic disease for evaluating DM programme effectiveness because patients are mostly identified only after events (e.g. acute myocardial infarction) and costly services have been rendered (e.g. ambulance, ED, intensive care, hospitalization, bypass surgery or angioplasty, cardiac rehabilitation, etc.). The foremost reason for this delay is a general inability to collect detailed information necessary to assess acute myocardial infarction risk before it occurs. As a result, these DM programmes can really only focus on reducing re-hospitalizations which have less cost-saving opportunities.

Figure 5 shows a funnel plot demonstrating an asymmetrical distribution of values based on the programme evaluation type, supporting the data presented earlier in Fig. 4. As expected, the pre-post studies have the largest sample sizes of all designs, followed by case-controls and RCT. In the pre-post methodology, the entire diseased population is included in the analysis, while in the case-control design only close matches are included. Because of the stringent and resource intensive nature of the RCT, sample sizes are typically low in comparison to other designs. This funnel plot visually displays the concern of selection bias associated with the various design types. As explained earlier, in the absence of bias larger sample sizes lead to a smaller amount of variability. In
this example, we see the opposite occur. Taken together, these results indicate that study outcomes pooled for this meta-analysis are significantly influenced by bias.

In summary, this hypothetical DM organization shows an overall positive cost-savings of $1000 PPPY (CI = 700, 1300). The pre-post design appears to elicit the highest effect size when used to evaluate programme effectiveness, programmes directed at Medicare recipients tend to save the most money, and CHF appears to be the disease with the highest cost-saving potential. Bias is evident in comparing outcomes as a function of study design, so the overall weighted effect size must be viewed with caution. This company would be best served to begin evaluating programme effectiveness using designs with fewer threats to internal validity (case-controls, RCT, etc.). It should be noted once again that these data were fabricated in order to exemplify particular circumstances. In reality, most analyses are not as clear-cut as those presented here. However, this representation should provide readers and meta-analysts with the tools necessary to identify and explain their own results.

Conclusion

This paper introduced readers to the systematic process for conducting and interpreting results of a meta-analysis. Additionally using data from a hypothetical DM organization, a meta-analysis was performed to assess the overall weighted cost-saving achievement by the firm, as well as determining the sensitivity of results to differing evaluation designs, populations served and diseases treated.

The importance of conducting sound research in DM outcomes and publishing those results cannot be overstated. With high expectations placed on the DM industry to help manage runaway medical costs, any conclusion drawn from the research will be immediately pounced upon by either advocates or critics of DM. Given that few well-conducted and evaluated DM outcomes studies are currently found in the peer-reviewed literature, performing a meta-analysis on those manuscripts that meet the stringent criteria of a systematic review makes good sense. However, care must be taken to ensure that a sufficient number of studies are available and that the appropriate steps are taken to ensure that biases are identified and controlled for. Similar to the studies that a meta-analysis evaluates, the process must be transparent for others to review and emulate. One of the benefits of meta-analysis is that the results can be readily updated as more individual studies become available. At the individual organization level, the meta-analytic technique is an excellent way of establishing the overall programme effect, as well as determining which elements are more sensitive than others in achieving these outcomes.
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